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Sunday in the Park with George is a celebration of the artistic process and a depiction of one artist’s pursuit of “the art of making art.” “Art isn’t easy,” sings George in the second act of tonight’s show as he strives to bring together all the talents, energies, and resources necessary to make art in this increasingly complex world. And he wasn’t producing a musical.

The truth is, in working on Sunday, I have repeatedly been struck by the number of people who have given so much of themselves in our pursuit of making art.

If you add up the number of times that the various cast members of this ensemble have appeared in an Arden production, it adds up to 69 different appearances. Jorge Cousineau, with whom I conceived this production, has now worked on 40 Arden shows. Five members of the Arden’s staff have been working here for a decade or more: Technical Director Glenn Perlman, General Manager Jenn Peck, Marketing Analyst Abi Reed, Costume Supervisor Alison Roberts, and Associate Production Manager Jessi West. These people have deep, sustaining relationships with this theatre that enrich our work immeasurably.

We also benefit from the investment made by our supporters. This production uses the complete original orchestrations for Sunday. When we set out to produce the show, we knew we didn’t want to do it any other way, but it is only thanks to the generous support of the Philadelphia Theatre Initiative (PTI) that you are able to hear Stephen Sondheim’s magnificent score come to life in its full glory. To PTI, our Honorary Producers Fred and Emily Anton and the other supporters of this production, our thanks. Along with our extraordinary board of directors and all of our contributors you are masters at making “the art of making art” possible.

And finally there is our audience. Whenever Amy and I meet with colleagues from other theatres across the country, we find that they are astonished by the success of our “Leap of Faith” subscriber campaign. Your commitment to the Arden, your passion and your willingness to take risks inspire us.

So welcome to Sunday in the Park with George, the final show of the 2009/10 season. We hope you enjoy the fruit of all our labors.

Terry

P.S. We have announced our season for next year! On page 9 is a complete listing of our 2010/11 productions. We hope to see you this fall.
Cast of Characters

**ACT I**

Georges, an artist.......................................................................................................................... Jeffrey Coon*
Dot, his mistress.......................................................................................................................... Kristine Fraelich*
Old Lady......................................................................................................................................... Maureen Torsney-Weir*
Her Nurse....................................................................................................................................... Sherri L. Edelen*
Boy Bathers .................................................................................................................................... Brian Hisson*, Timothy Hill*, Danielle Standifer
Franz, servant to Jules and Yvonne .............................................................................................. Darren Michael Hengst*
Frieda, a cook for Jules and Yvonne, wife to Franz ..................................................................... Maggie Lakis*
Jules, another artist ...................................................................................................................... Scott Greer*
Yvonne, his wife ........................................................................................................................... Sarah Dacey-Charles*
Louise, the daughter of Jules and Yvonne .................................................................................... Danielle Standifer
A Boatman ....................................................................................................................................... Michael “Tuba” McKinsey*
Celeste #1, a shopgirl .................................................................................................................... Liz Filios
Celeste #2, another shopgirl ......................................................................................................... Caroline Dooner
Louis, a baker ................................................................................................................................... Brian Hisson*
Mr. and Mrs., an American couple .............................................................................................. Walter Charles*, Sherri L. Edelen*

**ACT II**

George, an artist ............................................................................................................................ Jeffrey Coon*
Marie, his grandmother .................................................................................................................. Kristine Fraelich*
Dennis, a technician ...................................................................................................................... Darren Michael Hengst*
Bob Greenberg, the museum director ........................................................................................... Scott Greer*
Naomi Eisen, a composer .............................................................................................................. Sarah Dacey-Charles*
Harriet Pawling, a patron of the arts ............................................................................................ Sherri L. Edelen*
Billy Webster, her friend ................................................................................................................ Brian Hisson*
Charles Redmond, a visiting curator ............................................................................................. Walter Charles*
Alex, an artist ............................................................................................................................... Michael “Tuba” McKinsey*
Betty, an artist ............................................................................................................................... Liz Filios
Lee Randolph, the museum’s publicist ............................................................................................ Timothy Hill*
Blair Daniels, an art critic .............................................................................................................. Maureen Torsney-Weir*
A Waitress ....................................................................................................................................... Caroline Dooner
Elaine, George’s former wife .......................................................................................................... Maggie Lakis*

Understudies

Dorien Belle, Kristen Burke, Rachel Camp, Rory Donovan, Liz Filios, Timothy Hill*, Brian Hisson*,
Greg Nix, Margo O’Moore, Hillary Rea, C.J. Sikorski, Amy Walton, Daisy Zimmerman

Arden Theatre Company is a professional company employing members of Actors’ Equity Association.
*Member of Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the U.S.
Please check houseboards for program changes.
Taking pictures and/or making visual or sound recordings is expressly forbidden.

The Arden operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theatres and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.

Actors’ Equity Association (AEA), founded in 1913, represents more than 45,000 actors and stage managers in the United States. Equity seeks to advance, promote and foster the art of live theatre as an essential component of our society. Equity negotiates wages and working conditions, providing a wide range of benefits, including health and pension plans. AEA is a member of the AFL-CIO, and is affiliated with FIA, an international organization of performing arts unions. www.actorsequity.org

Arden Theatre Company proudly participates in the Barrymore Awards for Excellence in Theatre, a program of the Theatre Alliance of Greater Philadelphia.
Musical Numbers

ACT I

Sunday in the Park with Georges ................................................................. Dot
No Life ........................................................................................................ Jules, Yvonne
Color and Light ........................................................................................ Dot, Georges
Gossip .......................................................................................................... Celeste #1, Celeste #2, Boatman, Nurse, Old Lady, Jules, Yvonne
The Day Off .............................................................................................. Georges, Nurse, Franz, Frieda, Boatman, Soldier, Celeste #1, Celeste #2, Yvonne, Louise, Jules, Louis
Everybody Loves Louis ............................................................................ Dot
Finishing the Hat ....................................................................................... Georges
We Do Not Belong Together ................................................................. Dot, Georges
Beautiful ................................................................................................ Old Lady, Georges
Sunday ...................................................................................................... Company

ACT II

It's Hot Up Here ....................................................................................... Company
Chromolume No. 7 .................................................................................... George, Marie
Putting It Together ................................................................................ George, Company
Children and Art ..................................................................................... Marie
Lesson No. 8 ............................................................................................ George
Move On .................................................................................................... George, Dot
Sunday ...................................................................................................... Company

Orchestra

Conductor ................................................................................................. Eric Ebbenga
Assistant Musical Director and Keyboard I ................................................. Katya Stanislavskaya
Violin ......................................................................................................... Karen Banos, Alexandra Cutler-Fetkewicz
Viola ........................................................................................................... Marjorie Goldberg
Cello .......................................................................................................... Catherine Cavella
Reed 1 ....................................................................................................... Jonathan Rees, Aaron Irwin
Reed 2 ....................................................................................................... Brian M. Adamczyk
French Horn ............................................................................................ Katy Ambrose
Percussion ............................................................................................... Mark Cristofaro
Harp ......................................................................................................... Maryanne Meyer
Synthesizer .............................................................................................. John Baxindine
I sat in the back row of the theatre when I first saw Sunday in the Park with George on Broadway in 1985. There are still moments and images from that production that are seared into my memory. I was in college - so of course I knew everything. I thought that the musical perfectly captured the combination of inspiration and perspiration involved in the act of creation. Looking back, I am less certain about a lot of things, but in that one instance, I am still sure I was correct.

Ten years later, the then seven year old Arden Theatre Company decided to produce Sunday in the newly opened Philadelphia Arts Bank at Broad and South Streets. Two young actors – Jeff Coon and Scott Greer – were in that production (playing the Soldier and Franz respectively). We created the Chromolume using slide projectors borrowed from the Wilma Theater. With limited resources and the exuberant passion of youth, we sought to bring Sondheim and Lapine’s masterwork to life in its Philadelphia premiere.

What a thrill it has been to return to Sunday. I have loved re-exploring the world of this piece, consumed by its gorgeous and sumptuous music. As with so much of Stephen Sondheim’s work, this musical has been a touchstone throughout my life. Because of it, I have been drawn to Georges Seurat’s work as well. Whenever I am in Chicago, I find myself paying a visit to the Art Institute, where Seurat’s A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte now hangs (his remarkable The Models hangs at The Barnes Foundation). There is a framed print of Grande Jatte hanging over my son’s bed. I put it there years ago, thinking the colors and fanciful figures - and of course the monkey - might interest him.

Twenty-five years later, I am still filled with wonder by how this musical perfectly renders the act of creation. To make something that never before existed is the most extraordinary thing we humans are capable of. As every artist – and every parent – knows, creation may involve sacrifice and a lot of hard work, but in the end it is truly miraculous.

Sunday in the Park with George is my wife’s favorite musical. This production is for her. And for our boys, Liam and Flynn. They are our masterpieces.
Frederick W. Anton, III is President and CEO of the Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Association. He has been a supporter of the Arden since 1990 when the Arden created St. Stephen’s Alley at 10th and Ludlow Streets, next door to the PMA’s headquarters in the former Federal Reserve Bank Building at 925 Chestnut Street. During that time, he founded and hosted the Arden’s Leadership Night, an annual advocacy event that introduced leaders of this region to the Arden’s plays and programming. These Leadership events played a key role in broadening the Arden’s base of supporters. Many Arden board members and supporters – including former Board President Lee van de Velde – were first introduced to the Arden through these events. During those St. Stephen’s Alley years, Mr. Anton and the PMA generously donated use of a building on Ludlow Street that served as the Arden’s rehearsal space, set and costume shops. In addition, Mr. Anton played a leadership role in the Arden’s move to our current facility in Old City.

Mr. Anton acknowledges the role F. Otto Haas—the man for whom our mainstage theatre is named – played in his life and career. “Otto was my mentor. He was Chairman of the Board of PMA when I first became President. Otto and I worked together on political action for the betterment of Pennsylvania. We also shared a mutual interest in the arts – first with the Walnut Street Theatre and then for the Arden Theatre Company.”

Fred and Emily Anton are enthusiastic supporters of the Arden and served as the Honorary Producers of Michael Hollinger’s An Empty Plate in the Café du Grand Boeuf in 2007 as well as Conor McPherson’s The Seafarer in 2008. They are proud to serve as Honorary Producers for this production of Stephen Sondheim’s Sunday in the Park with George, which closes the Arden’s 22nd season.

We thank Fred and Emily Anton for their ongoing extraordinary support of the Arden and for their great passion for plays that, as stated in the Arden’s mission, “arouse, provoke, illuminate and inspire.” Their tremendous support helps to make possible our work on the stage, in the classroom and in the community.

Follow the Arden online...

The Arden BLOG
ardentheatre.org/blog

Arden Theatre Company
The 2010/11 Season, the Arden’s 23rd, will include:

- Michael Hollinger’s new play, *Ghost-Writer*, will kick off next season on the Arcadia stage. This is the 7th Michael Hollinger play that’s premiered here, furthering the Arden’s commitment to developing and producing new work. James J. Christy (*Rabbit Hole*) directs the story of a devoted secretary who claims that she is still receiving dictation from a famed novelist from beyond the grave.

- Brecht and Weill’s *The Threepenny Opera* seems to have been on the shortlist of musicals to produce for many seasons – and finally it will be fully realized on the Haas stage. Terry Nolen, the Arden’s Producing Artistic Director, will bring to life this seedy world of beggars and thieves. A local cast – led by Scott Greer and Mary Martello as the ruthless Mr. and Mrs. Peachum – will get to sink their teeth into Weill’s classic, jazz-infused score.

- *A Moon for the Misbegotten*, by America’s master storyteller Eugene O’Neill, will run on the Arcadia stage in the New Year. Grace Gonglewski (*Rabbit Hole*, *Hedda Gabler*) and Eric Hisom (*Our Town*) play the tortured, lost souls attempting to forge a connection. Matt Pfeiffer, who recently guided *Romeo and Juliet*, returns to direct.

- Edward Sobel, our new Associate Artistic Director, makes his Arden directing debut with *Superior Donuts*, by Tracy Letts. Ed, as its dramaturg, helped shepherd this play from Steppenwolf, where he was the Director of New Play Development, all the way to Broadway. We can’t wait to see what he brings to this production.

- *Wanamaker’s Pursuit*, a new play by Rogelio Martinez, commissioned to be part of the Kimmel Center’s Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts. Terry recently directed Rogelio’s *When Tang Met Laika* at the Denver Center in Colorado. In this play, Nathan Wanamaker (of the Wanamakers) arrives in Paris in search of stock for his family’s department store and instead finds himself at the most extravagant party of the 20th century. Terry directs this world premiere.

And for Arden Children’s Theatre:

- Whit MacLaughlin, director of this season’s *If You Give a Mouse a Cookie*, returns to helm the adaptation of the classic children’s book *The Borrowers*. A story of tiny people who live in your house and “borrow” items never to be returned, this adaptation by Charles Way promises to continue the Arden’s tradition of first-rate children’s theatre during the holidays.

- For the first time in our 23 year history, the Arden has commissioned a new Children’s Theatre play called *The Flea and the Professor*. This new musical by Jordan Harrison with music by Richard Gray, is based on Hans Christian Andersen’s last children’s story. It is a tale of friendship, hot air balloons and a blood-sucking flea and will premiere on the Haas stage in May 2011.

The staff at the Arden will be spending the warm summer days getting ready for an exciting new season. We look forward to seeing you back in the fall.
WALTER CHARLES (Mr./Charles Redmond) recently celebrated his 40th anniversary in the professional theatre. Highlights include: original Broadway companies of Grease, Sweeney Todd, Cats, and La Cage Aux Folles. One of the most versatile actors in musical theatre, Walter has co-starred with Tyne Daly in the Encores! production of Call Me Madam, Michelle Lee and Tovah Feldshuh in Hello, Dolly!, and with Constance Towers and Judy Kaye in Stephen Sondheim’s Follies. In 1994, he created the role of Scrooge in Alan Menken’s A Christmas Carol, which ran at the Paramount Theatre for 10 years. Last season, Walter made his Arden debut in Bruce Graham’s Something Intangible, earning a Barrymore Award nomination. He is delighted to be back!

JEFFREY COON (George) is so grateful and privileged to be a part of this show at the Arden. He was last seen here in A Year with Frog and Toad. He has appeared locally at Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia Theatre Company, People’s Light, the Prince, Fulton Theatre Company and many others. He is a 10-time Barrymore nominee, winning for his performance as Dominique in The Baker's Wife. Favorite roles include Stanley Kowalski in A Streetcar Named Desire, Billy Bigelow in Carousel, Harold Hill in The Music Man, John Wilkes Booth in Assassins and Che in Evita. Next is Aaron Fox in Curtains at Walnut Street Theatre. Endless thanks to Terry and Eric for pushing me. For Piper and Jackson, the two most beautiful people I know.

SARAH DACEY-CHARLES (Yvonne/Naomi Eisen) is thrilled to be making her Arden debut! Sarah was featured as the “Locket Hag” and understudied Madame Thenardier in Les Misérables on Broadway. National tour: Sunset Boulevard. Favorite Regional: Fosca in Passion, and Mrs. Gardner in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Film: Barbara Stanwyck in Agnes Moorehead is God! Recent Regional: A Streetcar Named Desire (New Harmony Theatre) and Rona Lisa Peretti in The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee (Mason Street Warehouse). Sarah is just back from the Caribbean, where she played the Captain in the pilot of The Lezboat. Upcoming film: Mrs. Benton in The Jesus Picture. Sarah holds an MFA from UC, Irvine. www.sarahdaceycharles.com

CAROLINE DOONER (Celeste #2/Waitress) is so happy to be back at the Arden for the second time. Previously, she played Philia in A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. Other shows have included Beauty and the Beast (Belle Understudy) and West Side Story (Maria Understudy) at the Walnut Street Theatre and Seussical (Gertrude) with OCRC and the Ocean City Pops. She just graduated from NYU Tisch’s CAP 21 this May. Thank you so much to the Arden, Terry, my awesome parents and family, my wonderful friends and… Stephen Sondheim.

SHERRI L. EDELEN (Mrs./Nurse/Harriet Pawling) National Tours: Big, Nunsense. Regional: Sunday in the Park with George, Merrily We Roll Along (Kennedy Center); The Light in the Piazza, Elegies: A Song Cycle (PTC, Barrymore Nom.); Caroline, or Change, Our Town (Arden, Barrymore Nom.); Sweeney Todd, Urinetown (Signature Theatre); She Loves Me (Olney Theatre Center); The Diary of Anne Frank, The World Goes Round (Round House Theatre); Cabaret (Arena Stage); Headsman’s Holiday (Theatre Alliance); A Christmas Carol (Ford’s Theatre); The Music Man, Annie Get Your Gun, The Sound of Music (Stages St. Louis). 2000 and 2009 Helen Hayes Award: Side Show and Les Misérables at Signature Theatre as well as nominations for Assassins, The Rink, Elegies, She Loves Me and Cabaret.

DARREN MICHAEL HENGST (Franz/Dennis) Past Arden shows include Winesburg, Ohio and Candide. Other credits: Born Yesterday, Les Misérables, Of Mice and Men at the Walnut and The Glass Menagerie at People’s Light. Proud MFA graduate of UIUC & member of Equity. All his love to Jackie, Austan, Skyler, and Harrison.
LIZ FILIOS (Celeste #1/Betty) is thrilled to return to the Arden after her debut in *Candide*. Having spent the last year singing jazz at sea, she is happy to once again call Philadelphia home. Liz has also performed locally at the Wilma, the Walnut, Joyce Soho, and with Bang On A Can. She holds a BFA in Musical Theatre from the University of Michigan. Thank you Terry and Eric for another amazing experience!

KRISTINE FRAELICH (Dot/Marie) is thrilled to be back at the Arden. She was last seen here as nurse Betty Gow in *Baby Case* (Barrymore Nomination). Credits also include the B’way production of *The Civil War*, the Narrator in the first national tour of *Joseph...Dreamcoat*, Eva Peron in *Evita* (Walnut), Ellen in *Miss Saigon* (Lenape Performing Arts Center). She appeared with Linda Eder at Carnegie Hall, and had the honor of performing *Songs for a New World* alongside of Jason Robert Brown at Symphony Space in NYC. Many thanks to Terry, Eric, and Neill Hartley. Love to my family, Nick and my children (and art) Zoe, Becca, and Tristan. What “A Beautiful Mess” this is. M!

SCOTT GREER (Jules/Bob Greenberg) appeared with the Arden for the first time in their 1994 production of this play. What a privilege; what a joy it is to revisit this amazing musical. Other Arden favorites include: *Death of a Salesman*, *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, *Red Herring*, *Baby Case* and *Wittenberg*. Scott has won four Barrymores, including the F. Otto Haas Award. Look for him in *The Threepenny Opera* at the Arden this fall. Scott would like to thank Terry and his old cast mate Jeff. Love always to Jen and Lily.

TIMOTHY HILL (Louis/Lee Randolph/A Man) A proud member of Actors’ Equity is so thrilled to return to the Arden after appearing as John Hinckley in *Assassins*. He is a graduate of New World School of the Arts conservatory in Miami, Florida, receiving his BFA in Music Theatre from the University of Florida. Favorite roles include Baker in *Into the Woods* and Julian Marsh in *42nd Street*. He has also performed the role of Pinkerton in the opera *Madame Butterfly* at the Cazza De Mezzo International Music Festival on the Isle of Crete, Greece. Thanks to my family for their unfading support.

BRIAN HISSONG (Soldier/Billy Webster/A Young Man) is ecstatic to return to the Arden stage and work with Terry Nolen again. He was previously seen as George in *Winesburg, Ohio*, for which he won a Barrymore award. Other credits include leading roles at Paper Mill Playhouse, TUTS, Goodspeed Opera, Arkansas Rep, Lincolnshire Marriott, MTWichita, WVPT, and the International Tour of *West Side Story*. He is a proud graduate of the University of Michigan and Actors’ Equity member. He sends love and gratitude to his family, his beautiful wife Jodi, and ‘little bit’ on the way!

MAGGIE LAKIS (Frieda/Elaine) Arden Theatre Company has been very kind to Maggie. This is her seventh production here. Past credits include *And Then They Came For Me...*, *The Boxcar Children*, *Sideways Stories from Wayside School*, *A Year with Frog and Toad*, *Ferdinand the Bull* and Sophie in *The BFG*. Other credits include the first National Tour and Off-Broadway production of *Avenue Q*. She loves her family, Philly theater and Rob.

MICHAEL “TUBA” MCKINSEY (Boatman/Alex) Tuba is thrilled to be making his Arden debut! He was most recently seen at the Ford’s Theatre in *The Civil War* (Helen Hayes Nomination). National: Cameron Mackintosh’s *Oliver!* NYC: Numerous. Favorite Regional: Cincinnati Playhouse, Papermill, Perseverance Theater, Gateway, and even the White House! Tuba has also created roles for Tony Winner’s Lucy Simon, Urinetown’s Hollmann and Kotis, and this past fall with legendary comedian Jerry Lewis on
Who's Who


JANET TOWNSEND (Lighting Designer) Also with Nolen: *Caroline, or Change*, *Candide, Our Town, Opus* (Primary Stages). NYC: *Bloody Bloody Andrew Jackson, DDEvolution*, Alex Timbers, Theater of a Two-Headed Calf, Public Playlab: *Juan and John, Lear Debessonet, Speech and Debate* (Roundabout Theatre Company), Primary Stages, Epic Theatre Ensemble, Culture Project. Regional: ART, Baltimore Center Stage, Hartford Stage, Bard Summerscape, Cleveland Playhouse, Folger Shakespeare, Portland Center Stage, Kirk Douglas Theatre, Intiman, PlayMakers Rep, Alliance Theatre. Assistant Professor Northeastern University.

JORG COUSINEAU (Sound and Video Designer) is proud to count this production as his 40th for the Arden, previously designing sound and video for *The History Boys and Assassins*, and sound for *Something Intangible, The Piano Lesson, Opus* and many Children’s Theatre productions. Jorge designs sets and creates video and music for many other Philadelphia theater companies such as the Wilma, 1812 Productions and New Paradise Laboratories. Together with his wife Niki he operates Subcircle, a collaborative performance/installation group.
ERIC EBBENGA (Musical Director) is thrilled to return to the Arden where he has music directed Candide, Assassins (Barrymore Award), Caroline, or Change, Sweeney Todd (Barrymore nominations) and Pacific Overtures. Other recent shows include The Light in the Piazza, Grey Gardens (PTC), Happily Ever After, Cherry Bomb!, (1812), and See What I Wanna See (UArts). Eric is also on musical theatre faculty at University of the Arts. Love to Monica, Caitlyn and Carley.

NIKI COUSINEAU (Choreographer) is a Philadelphia based choreographer and dancer. Since co-founding Subcircle in 1998 with designer Jorge Cousineau, she has been making work that transforms theatrical and site-specific spaces — merging dance, sound, set design, and film. In 2007 she was awarded a Pew Fellowship in the Arts for Choreography. Niki is excited to be working at the Arden for the first time and would like to thank Terry for this opportunity.

NEILL HARTLEY (Dialect Coach) is an assistant professor of voice and speech at University of the Arts. He is Artistic Director for Acting Without Boundaries, a theater company for physically disabled teens and young adults. He has also directed and has appeared as an actor in many regional companies including the Arden, InterAct, PTC and Philadelphia Shakespeare Theatre. He shared a Barrymore award as best ensemble for Batboy, The Musical (1812 Productions). He has five one-man shows that he regularly presents and his work can be seen and heard in many voice-overs, commercials and films.

SARAH OLLOVE (Dramaturg) is excited to be back at the Arden following her work on The Seafarer, The History Boys, and Peter Pan. Sarah is a local freelance dramaturg and holds an MFA in dramaturgy from the ART/MXAT Institute for Advanced Theatre Training. In addition to her work at the Arden, she has enjoyed working with the ART in Cambridge, Signature Theatre in New York, and Woolly Mammoth in DC among others. Thanks to Terry and the Arden staff for another wonderful experience.


JAMES LAPINE (Book) Broadway credits as a book writer and director include: Sondheim on Sondheim. Into the Woods, Passion, Falsettos (book with William Finn), Dirty Blonde (by Claudia Shear and conceived with her). Broadway credits as a director include: Golden Child, The Diary of Anne Frank, Amour, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. Off-Broadway writing credits include: Table Settings, Twelve Dreams, Luck, Pluck, and Virtue, The Moment When, and Fran’s Bed. Three Tony Awards; Five Drama Desk Awards; Pulitzer Prize with Stephen Sondheim for Sunday in the Park with George.

TERRENCE J. NOLEN (Director) is Producing Artistic Director and co-founder of Arden Theatre Company. Favorite Arden productions include all-Philadelphia casts of All My Sons, Death of a Salesman, The Grapes of Wrath and Hedda Gabler and such musicals as Sweeney Todd, Pacific Overtures, Falsettos, Violet and Caroline, or Change. Terry directed the inaugural production of Arden Children’s Theatre, Charlotte’s Web. He has directed six world-premiere plays by Michael Hollinger, three by Dennis Raymond Smeal, Michael Ogborn’s Baby Case, Bruce Graham’s Something Intangible, and recently directed Rogelio Martinez’s When Tang Met Laika at Denver Center Theatre Company. Terry has been nominated for 23 Barrymore Awards for his directing work at the Arden and received awards for The Baker’s Wife, Sweeney Todd, Opus, Winesburg, Ohio, Assassins and Something Intangible. He directed Michael
Hollinger’s Opus at Primary Stages in New York and was nominated for a Lucille Lortel Award for Outstanding Director. His short film The Personal Touch was nominated for an Emmy Award.

DAVID STRADLEY (Assistant Director) is a Philadelphia-area director, educator, and actor. Locally, he has directed for Act II Playhouse, Delaware Theatre Company (five productions, including the Barrymore Award-winning ‘Art’), Philadelphia Shakespeare Theatre, Philadelphia Theatre Workshop, and Walnut Street Theatre. Earlier this fall, David assistant directed Coming Home at the Wilma Theater (Blanka Zizka, director). Thanks to Terry for allowing me to be a part of my favorite musical. For more information, go to www.davidstradley.com.

KATHARINE M. HANLEY (Stage Manager) just returned from Verona where she visited a pair of star-cross’d lovers. Previous to that she was in the north of England reading History at a Boys school. Other favorite travels include playing poker with the devil in a Dublin basement and discovering the best of all possible worlds with a young Westphalian. Many thanks to the Arden for inviting her on these voyages and to her family who are always there when she returns.

AMY L. MURPHY (Managing Director) A Philadelphia native, Amy co-founded the Arden in 1988 with Terry Nolen and Aaron Posner. She is especially proud of the Arden Professional Apprentice program and its contribution to the Philadelphia cultural community. A graduate of Susquehanna University, Amy received the university’s first-ever Young Alumni Achievement Award. She completed the Executive Program for Nonprofit Leaders-Arts which is a joint program of the Stanford Graduate School of Business Center for Social Innovation and National Arts Strategies. Amy has served on panels for the National Endowment for the Arts, the New Jersey State Arts Council and the Executive Committee of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT). Amy was named a Hepburn Fellow 2008-9 by the Katharine Houghton Hepburn Center at Bryn Mawr College.

ARDEN THEATRE COMPANY Founded in 1988, Arden Theatre Company is dedicated to bringing to life the greatest stories by the greatest storytellers of all time. We stage five productions each season as part of our mainstage series and two productions through Arden Children’s Theatre, the city’s first resident professional children’s theatre program. We create and produce new work through our new-work development program, the Independence Foundation New Play Showcase. The Arden Professional Apprenticeship program trains future theatre leaders, and our theatre classes teach children and teens about the craft of making plays. Our access program, Arden For All, makes our work available to the entire community through subsidized tickets and books for economically disadvantaged young people. We also offer sign language-interpreted, captioned and audio described performances and Pay-What-You-Can final dress rehearsals that benefit other nonprofits. The Arden has received six Philadelphia Magazine “Best of Philly” Awards, the Arts & Business Council’s Arts Excellence Award, five City Paper “Reader’s Choice” Awards, four Philadelphia Inquirer “Theatre Company of the Year” citations, 52 awards and 234 nominations from the Theatre Alliance of Greater Philadelphia’s Barrymore Awards for Excellence in Theatre, and named “Best Theatre Company” by Philadelphia Weekly in 2009. Arden Theatre Company, a professional, nonprofit 501(c)(3) theatre company, is a member of the Theatre Communications Group, the League of Resident Theatres, the Theatre Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, Philadelphia Convention and Visitors Bureau and Old City Arts Association. The Arden operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theatres and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States. The Scenic, Costume, Lighting and Sound Designers in LORT theatres are represented by United Scenic Artists Local USA-829, IATSE.

MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL is one of the world’s leading dramatic licensing agencies, protecting the rights and legacies of composers, lyricists and book writers. MTI’s core business is issuing licenses, scripts, musical materials and dynamic theatrical resources to schools as well as amateur and professional theatres across the globe. www.mtishows.com

Arden Theatre Company wishes to thank: East End Salon, Fleisher Art Memorial, Fork: etc, Philadelphia Theatre Company, UARTS, The Wilma Theater.
Corporate, Foundation & Government Support

$100,000 & above
Hamilton Family Foundation
Independence Foundation
Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Philadelphia Cultural Leadership Program
Philadelphia Theatre Initiative, a program of The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
The Wallace Foundation
William Penn Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
National Endowment for the Arts
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
The Philadelphia Inquirer, Daily News and philly.com +
Shubert Foundation

$15,000 to $49,999
Campbell Soup Foundation
Comcast Corporation
Claneil Foundation
Edgerton Foundation New American Plays
Edward M. Story Memorial Fund of the Philadelphia Foundation
Fox Chase Bank
Harmelin Media
Hirsig Family Foundation of the Philadelphia Foundation
Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Kieran Timberlake Associates, LLP
Lincoln Financial Foundation
McLean Contributionship
Medical Legal Reproductions
PEN
Philadelphia Cultural Fund
Philadelphia Foundation
Target Corporation
Virginia Brown Martin Fund of the Philadelphia Foundation

$7,500 to $14,999
Anonymous
Boeing Corporation
Pennsylvania Cultural Management Initiative
PNC Charitable Trust
TD Charitable Foundation
The Vanguard Group Foundation

$2,500 to $7,499
The 1976 Foundation
Arronson Foundation
Barra Foundation
Brook J. Lenfest Foundation
Caroline Alexander Buck Foundation
Caroline J. S. Sanders Charitable Trust II
Charlie Cushman Foundation
Civic Foundation
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
Eagles Youth Partnership +
Ethel Sergant Clark Smith Memorial Fund
Anne M. and Philip H. Glatfelter Family Foundation
Greater Philadelphia Tourism and Marketing Corporation
The Haley Foundation
The Hassel Foundation
Hatboro Beverages +
IBM Corporate Citizenship and Corporate Affairs +
Paul E. Kelly Foundation
Rosenlund Family Foundation
Susquehanna Bank
The Victory Foundation
The Wachovia Wells Fargo Foundation
Walter J. Miller Trust
Zipcar Philadelphia +

$750 to $2,499
Arronson Foundation
Connelly Foundation
Drumcliff Foundation
Jenkintown Building Services +
Louis N. Cassett Foundation
Maxwell Strawbridge Charitable Trust
Media Copy +
Quaker Chemical Foundation
The Rittenhouse Foundation
Stephen Starr Events +
Union Benevolent Association
BWF Foundation

$749 and under
Actors Equity Association Foundation
Pennsylvania Women's Forum
William Goldman Foundation +

denotes gifts of services or goods

Is your business looking for a tax break in 2010? Receive a tax credit through the Pennsylvania Education Improvement Tax Credit Program by supporting the Arden! EITC funds directly support our educational outreach program, Arden for All.
To find out if your business is eligible, visit www.ardentheatre.org/support/eitc.html or contact Angela DuRoss, Development Director at 215-922-8900 x25 or aduross@ardentheatre.org.

Special thanks to EITC contributors Comcast Corporation, PECO and Susquehanna Bank

Make a donation through your workplace United Way program.
Our Donor Choice Number: 14198

Contributions made through the United Way support our work with children.

Matching Gift Partners
ACE Charitable Foundation
Archie D. and Bertha H. Walker Foundation
AXA Financial
Boeing
DCR Environmental Services Inc.
Dilworth Paxson LLP
Endo Pharmaceuticals
ExxonMobil Foundation
Federated Department Stores Foundation
First Horizon National Corporation
First Tennessee Foundation
Gannett Foundation
GE Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline
IBM Corporate Citizenship and Corporate Affairs
Independence Foundation
Johnson and Johnson Matching Gifts Program
Macy's Foundation
Merck Partnership for Giving
Merrill Lynch
National Football League
National Philanthropic Trust
Penn Virginia Corporation
Philadelphia Foundation
PNC Foundation
Quaker Chemical Corporation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Saint-Gobain Corporation Foundation
Sap America, Inc.
Subaru of America Foundation
United Way
The Vanguard Group Foundation
Wachovia Foundation Matching Gifts Program
William Penn Foundation
The Sylvan Society recognizes individuals who make annual gifts of $1,000 or more. The exceptional generosity of these donors enables the Arden to tell great stories by having the resources to achieve the highest level of artistic quality. Sylvan Society benefits bring members closer to our work and deepen their appreciation for the role they play in the Arden’s success. To join or for more information, please contact Development Director, Angela DuRoss, at 215.922.8900, x225 or aduross@ardentheatre.org.

Grounding the Present, Nurturing the Future

Sassafras Grove ($10,000 & above)
Mr. Frederick W. Anton, III
Sally and Michael Bailin^  
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Greenfield, III
Phoebe W. Haas Charitable Trust
A, recommended by Carole Haas Gravagno
Phoebe W. Haas Charitable Trust A,  
recommended by John Otto and  
Dr. Janet Haas
Mr. and Mrs. N. Peter Hamilton
Hirsig Family Fund of The Philadelphia 
Foundation
Virginia and Harvey Kimmel Arts 
Education Fund of the Philadelphia 
Foundation
Anonymous

Cherry Grove ($5,000-$9,999)
John Bitman^  
Joseph and Marie Field
Matthew and Marie Garfield
Ms. Elizabeth Gemmill
Phoebe W. Haas Charitable Trust B,  
recommended by Leonard C. Haas
Barbara and Leslie Kaplan
Josephine Klein
Suzanne F. Roberts Cultural Development Fund
Charles Rose and Mindy Goldberg Rose^  
Monica Horan and Philip Rosenthal
Terry and Amanda Foster Sparh,  
through the Betty and Wes Foster Family Foundation
Anonymous
Lee and Christopher van de Velde Rosalyn and Stephen Weinstein

Filbert Grove ($2,500-$4,999)
Mrs. Valla Amsterdam
Carol and Tom Beam
Lois G. Brodsky
Anne M. Congdon
Dorothy Debuono
Ann Diebold
Bob and Nancy Elfant Tim and Ellen Foster^  
Narinder and Patricia Garg
Lisa and David Glickstein
David and Mary Jane Hackney
Ronna and Robert Hall^  
Drs. Robin and Safiuddin Mama
Peggy and Steve Morgan
Kurt and Mary-Ann Reiss
Sally Walker and Tom Gilmore^  
June and Steve Wolfson Family Foundation

Mulberry Grove ($1,000-$2,499)
Brian Abernathy and Elizabeth Ireland
John Alchin
Peggy Anderson
Bethany Asplundh
Jim and Janet Averill
Sheryl and Allen Bar
Gisèle Sambar Bathish
Ivy Bayard
Sandy and Mickey Bernstein
Reggie Blaszczyszk and Lee O’Neill
Louis Bluver
Jean G. Bodine
Tony Braithwaite^  
Almut Breazeale
Bernard Brewstein and Ellen Rosenthal
DeDe and Tony Brown
Nancy Burd
Thomas Burke and Rick Fountas
Lauraud Byers
Chip Capelli
Priscilla and John Clement
John and Susan Coleman
Jeffrey Coon^  
Joy De Jesús and Jamie Reynolds
Robert M. Dever
Ben Dibble^  
Tobey and Mark Dichter
Michael A. Donato and Peter R. Sonzogni
Marie and Peter Dooner
Deb Dorsey and Mike Green
James R. Fairburn and David A. Wickard
Stephen Falchek
Jeanne Fisher
Oliver M. Ford
Sandi Foxx-Jones
Richard Frey^  
David and Christina Fryman^  
Lou and Rhoda Fryman
Terry Grabyes
Bonnie Graham
Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg
Glen Gundersen and Susan Manix
Chara and John C. Haas
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Harmelin
Don and Lynn Martin Haskin
Jane and Steve Heumann
Susan Jacobson and Michael Golden^  
Mr. and Mrs. D. Scott and Carol Kelley

Caroline Kemmerer
Mr. Peter Kenney and Dr. Dorothy Novick
Holly Kinser
Kenneth and Eve Klothen
Joseph Kluger and Susan Lewis
Bill and Beth Landman
Winnie and Eric Lien
William A. Loeb
Larry and Mickey Magid
Richard Maimon and Susan Segal
Lewis R. and Sue Ann Marburg
Gloria and Dan Mariano
Jean S. Markowitz
Barbara and Don Matheson
John and Amy McCawley^  
Kirsten and James McCoy
Andrea Mengel and George A. Ritter
Seymour Millstein
A.C. Missias
Ellen and Michael Mulroney
Amy L. Murphy and Terrence J. Nolen
Ron and Suzanne Naples
Michael Norris and Matt Varrato
Diane Palmer
Thomas Petro and Kristine Messner
Dr. and Mrs. Joel Porter
Aaron Posner and Erin Weaver
Ann and Frank Reed, through the Malfer Foundation
Phyllis and Martin Rosenthal
Dolly Beechman Schnall and Dr.
Nathan Schnall, in loving memory of Laurie Beechman
Hether, Don and Sarah Smith
Richard and Amanda Smoot
Kathleen A. Stephenson
William K. Stewart Foundation
Keith and Jim Straw
Adelaide Sugarman and Marshall Greenberg
Harvey B. Swedloff
Justin Thomas
Marguerite V. Rodgers and James H. Timberlake
Eileen Heisman Tuzman and Martin Tuzman
Thomas and Patricia Vernon
Sandy and Michael Wax
Richard E. Woosnam and Diane Dalto
Woosnam
Mike Salzman and Tobi Zemsky
Ellen Yin^  
ZAKARAK Productions

* denotes gifts made through the United Way  
+ denotes gifts of services or goods  
^ includes a matching gift

ZAKARAK Productions
Thank You to our Supporters

$500 - $999
Iris Melendez and Henry R. Adamczyk, Jr.
Stan and Lisa Altman
Ron and Joyce Bayer
Daniel R. Blickman
Carol Caswell
Christina Clay MD
Barbara R. Cobb
Jim and Pat Lockhart Culbertson
Shannon and Edward Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard and Rita Goldberg
Clara and Jorge LaBrake
Betsy and Ted Hershberg
Karen and Mark Hite
Barbara and Jerry Kaplan
Edith Klausner
Barbara and Leonard Klinghoffer
Mike and Helene Loeb
Mrs. Grace Madeira
Donald J. Martin and Richard Repetto
Ann and George Morris
Laura Offutt and Steve Fukuchi
Dan Promislo
Whitney Quesenbery and John Chester
Paul Rabe and Cheryl Gunter
Franklyn and Cintra Rodgers
Jerry and Bernice Rubenstein
Marilyn Sanborne and Richard Labowskie
Philip and Susan Schlegel
Frank and Catherine Signorello
Marilyn and Dean R. Staats
Corinne Stahl
Harold and Emily Starr
Dorothy Tomassini
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen G. Vasso

Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Woodcock
Michael Zuckerman and Jan Levine

$250 - $499
Howard Aaronson
Richard and Joan Behr
Sheila Bell and Thomas Dodds
Pat and Tom Bender
Peter and Lynne Berman
Barry and Marilyn Bevacqua
Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert and Marilyn Birnhak
Robert J. Butera
Bob Carfagno
Debbie and Alan Casnoff
Caroline Castagno
Nelly and Scott Childress
Edwin G. Close, II
Dr. W. Robert and Margaret Cook
Ruth Miller Cox
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Denniston
Larry and Pat Dixon
Shafiq Ebrahim
Joseph and Carolyn Evans
Anne Ewers
Mr. and Mrs. Farenback-Brateman
Ruth and Andre Ferber
Ms. Joanne E. Fields
Buzz and Linda Gamble
Dan Gannon
In memory of Bob Gallagher
Charles Gear
Bob and Jan Goren
Barbara and Robert Hauptfuhrer
Charles Head
Jim and Carolyn Hessinger

Gary and Debbie Johnson-McNutt
David and Beth Medoway Kagan
Susan Kellogg and Dick Hoffman
Joel Koppelman
Kenneth D. Kopple
Marilyn and David Kraut
Mary Ellen Krober
Sarah and Leslie Laughlin
John and Martha Lubell
Dr. Edward Lundy and Debra Reiff
Claudia Madrigale
Frank and Sally Mallory
Ted and Ronnie Mann
Robert Manning
Dr. Arlen Marks and David Smith
Mary Louise Martin
George and Judy McCarthy
Gloria McNutt
Madeline Miller
Robert Mullin
Kathy Nolen Edwards
Paul Nutaitis and Robert Clark
Susan Odessey and Paul Coff
Carol Ann and Thomas O’Leary
Alice and Albert Packman
Anonymous
Barbara and Don Parman
Douglas and Mary Peck
John and Judy Peeler
Nancy Post
Sherri and Abe Reich
Mary Jo Reilly
Joy Rickabaugh
Dulcie Romm
Irwin C. and Carole M. Saft

ARDET PROFESSIONAL APPRENTICE SHOWCASE

Arden’s Arcadia Stage
Free to the Public
June 20 & 21
8:00 pm

FALLING INTO PLACE
APA CLASS 17
Directed by Steve Racek

Six Short Comedic Plays & Original Interludes

To Reserve Tickets, Contact the Arden Box Office
215.922.1122

Snyderman-Works GALLERIES
303 CHERRY ST PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106
215.239.9576 www.snyderman-works.com TUES-SAT 10AM-6PM
Ron Isaacs: Wisdom, 27”x23”x3” acrylic; birch plywood construction, 2008
Thank You to our Supporters

$250-$499 continued

Lucille Schlack
Harold and Sharon Schwalm
Ellen Schwartz
Warren and Carole Lee Schwomeyer
Brian Seaman
Susan Greene
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Shuster
James Akerson and Larry Simmons
James L. Smith
Elaine and Sal Tagliareni
In Loving Memory of Jordan Rosenfeld
Hella and Lew Volgenau
Michael Walraven and Mary Lou Starling
Fred and Arleen Weinstein
Matthew A. White
Mrs. Thomas A. Williams
Nancy Wingo
Paul and Barbara Yeagle
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Yusem
Askold Zagars
Tom and Jackie Zemaitis

$125-$249

Carol and Bennett Aaron
Dr. Ron Abrams
David Acton
Janet and Roger Alwang
Anonymous
Carl and Pat Bach
Judith Barrett
Robert Bauer and Sandy Clay Bauer
Susan Becker and Aaron Rubin
Joann White and William Beckett
David and Nancy Bergman
Doris and Aaron Bitman
Philip and Elaine Bobrove
Ms. Reid Bodek
Lily and Newman Bortnick
Frank Boyer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Mary Pat Boyle
Joseph and Mary Lou Breidenstine
Eddie and Allan Brooks
Bernard and Pamela Brownstein
Sheryll Roser
Carol Buettger
Ms. Charlotte E. Cady
Mr. Joseph Casey
Sandra and Saul Clair
Mr. and Mrs. Fred and Karen Clark
Jennifer Coffey
John Condello
James Crawford and Judith Dean
Mary Ann Dailey
Stephanie Deviney
Daniel Devlin
Andrew and Marla Diamond
Ellen and Max Dooneief
Michael Dotsey
Beverly Dotter
Kathy and Jerry Drew
Anonymous
Jill Dulany
Marcia Eisenberg
Paul and Adele Epstein
Debbie and Jerry Epstein
Sue and Robert Evans
William Ewing
Paul and Judith Farber
Sylvia Beck
Cynthia Heininger and James Feeney
Charlotte and Mickey Feldman
Larry and Maureen Mullin Fowler
Dr. John and Elaine Frank
Paullette and Paul Freeman
Nancy and Richard Gabel
Chaim Galfand
Stan Gibell
David K. Gifford
Ms. Joan Gimtrite
Tim and Carol Golden
Dr. and Mrs. William Goldfarb
Grace Goglewski and Eric Schoeffr
Robert and Patti Goodman
Kelley A. Grady
Miriam and Saul Grossman
Carl and Helene Gunneman
Donna and Curt Haltiwaner
Mary and William Hangley
Brian Hanna
Mary C. Harbison
Donald Hargreaves
Gail Hauptfuhrer
Ron Herman
John Houle and Katherine Hayden
Valerie M. Jones
Sarah C. Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kahn
Mr. Philip Kalodner
Nancy Kane
Phyllis Kauffman
Lucy Kaufman
Anonymous
Margaret Keller
Robert Klein
Christa Kozlowski
Walter Kraft and Deborah Hung
Joan Kremer and Jim Luther
Anne B. Ladenson
Joan and Marc S. Lapayower
Bob and Mary Lawler
Richard Lee
Lorraine and late Richard Leff
Jack and Donna Levin
Mr. and Mrs. Craig and Stephanie Lewis
Robert and Laurel Lipshutz
Perry Watts and Samuel Litwin
Will and Sandy Lock
Robert Lynam
Lyman and Joe Manko
Dr. Rosalie G. Matzkin
Faith J McDowell
Alan and Susan Miller
Paul and Lee S Miller
Douglas and Fredaricka Moffitt
Keith and Liz Mosley
Kathleen Moyer
Jerome Napon
Etta and Chuck Nissman
Carol L. O'Brien
Anonymous
Betty Oliphant
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald O'Neill
Hugh C. O'Neili
Mr. Richard Pariseau
John and Judith Peakes
Bob and Leila Peck
David and Sylvia Perelman
Mary F. Laurence Pethick
Rhoda Polakoff
John and Margaret Preg
Linda Quam
Anonymous
Teresa Reyes and John Hogenesch
Graham and Betsy Robb in honor of Lee
van de Velde
Claire Rocco
Susan Rock
Jane A. Rose, CPA/PFS, CFP
Faye and Daniel Ross
Alan Rothenberg and Enid Krasner
Bernard and Barbara Ruekgauer
William F. Ryan
Joan Ryder and Robert Ludwig
Ruth and Marvin Sachs
Joan and Bill Saidel
Mr. and Mrs. A. Schmidt
Ms. Kim Schmucki
Ms. Adeline R. Schultz
Susan Schweitzer
Jeanne C. Scott
Elliott and Ellie Seif
Elaine L. Sherman
Susan and Robert Simon
William S. Simpson
Leslie E. Skilton
David and Carleene Slowik
Margaret R. Spencer
Phillip and Karen Spiker
Celeste and Robert Starankovic
Leon Steinberg
Fred Stevens and Usha Srinivasan
Robert Stewart and Barbara Barnett-Stewart
Ruth P. Stuessy
Anonymous
Bob and Tina Tate
Richard and Anne Tax
Joel Temple
The Tobias Family
Cathy J. Toner
Brenda Freitag and Chet Tuthill
John Urofsky
Malin Van Antwerp
Emily and Charles Wagner
Clifford and Ann Wagner
Richard and Fenching Wainstein
Susan Walther
Rossana Jaffe
Anonymous
Christine Winkelvos
Sally Wojcik and Will Lambrakos
Bertram and Lorlie Wolfson
Anonymous

$75-$124

George Ahern
Emily Aiken
Anonymous
Nan Alderson
Natalie Levkovich
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Andrews
Alan and Sandy Ault
Lauren and Joshua Averill
Katherine Baker
Dr. Donald Bakove and Margaret G. McLoughlin
Robert Baron
Robert R. Baron
Sally and Morris Barron
Judith Beck
Jay and Nancy Berkowitz
Sydney and Doris Besthunsky
Steve Zettler and Cordelia Biddle
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Blank
Patricia and David Boaath
Ms. Rose Marie Bockman
Michael P Boyle
Charles Brennan
Paul Breslin
Marlin G. Brown
Anonymous
Michael P Buckley
Anne Burridge
Regina Byrne
Barbara Carmine
John Cehlar
Ronald and Cristina Chang
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Mary Chomitz
Annemarie Clarke and David Buch
Sharyn F. Clauson
Rhoda and Michael Coben
Sue Cohen
Ms. Judy Cohen
Arminta and William B. Collins
Dr. Marie A. Conn
Carol Copland
Zoe Coulson
Charles J. Coyle
Billie Coyle
Emily and Bob Cronin
Kimberly L. Cronen* 
Jennifer Dalpiaz
Barbara Daneluzzi
Joseph and Helen D’Angelo
Nancy Davis
Ellen Deacon
Roseann Muziani Deal
Angelina and Michael DeAngels
Rita and Grace Denbo
Carole and Marc Dichter
In Honor of Marjorie Dickey
George Koch and Santo DiDonato
Ellen Dipinto
Stuart Donaldson
Sonya Dore
Beverly Dubin
Donald and Geraldine Duclow
David Durham
Angela DuRoss
Lois S Durso
Eileen Gildea
Linda V. Ellsworth
Wally and Jane Evans
Barry J. Evans
Mark and Rene Feitelson
Allan Fellner
Malcolm and Martha Fick
Jonathan and Catherine Fiebach Fund of the Jewish Federation
John Fischer
Marjorie Fiterman
Holly and Greg Flanagan
Curt Foxworth
Ms. Judy Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Frank
Mr. Allan P. Freedman
Helene and Michael Freidman
Paula Freilich
Paula Fuchberg
Wendi Furman
Miriam Galster
Susan Gatreyer
John Geronimo
David Glancy
Carrie Glasby and Kathleen Karhнак
Joan and Marvin Goldberg
Leonard Greene
Priscilla Grossick
Nancy and Richard Grove
Susan and Adam Guttentag
Judge Marvin R. and Mrs. Marcia O. Halbert
Ona and Stephen Hamilton
Linda Fowler Hartnett
Douglas and Harriet Heath
Bill Herman and Laurie Navin
Susan W. Herron
Heidi Hertfelder
Tom and Wendy Hibberd
Daniel and Monica Hilferty
Isidore and Sharron Hoffman
Dr. David Holtz
Patricia and David Holtz
Glenna Huls
Peter and Barbara Hutcheon
Aram and Jackie Jerrebian
Donald and Lorraine Jones
Donald and Mary Kane
Sandra R. Karlson
Alex and Joanne Karras
Scott and Margie Kasner
Mr. Geoffrey Kershner
Sheila Kessler
Toni and Herb Kestenbaum
Cynthia Killion
John and Cheryl Kirby
Bryan and Carin Kirschner
Ken and Eva Klein
Marlena and Lazar Kleite
Patricia and Charles Kling
Harold Kobb
Bernadette Koller
James Kranzer
Stephen and Helene Kunkel
Peter and Peshe Kuriloff
David Ladov
John and Joanne Lawson
Robert Lazar
Lisa Lee
Norman and Sylvia Lieberman
Warren and Arline Lieberman
Barbara and Richard Linde
Karen Lisker
Daniel and Linda Litwin
Leroy and Ruth Loewenstern
Melissa Lore*
Terry Domsky and Leon Lubiejewski
Anonymous
Donald and Nancy Maclay
Milton and Renee Margulies
Jean S. Markovitz
Robert Stern and Mary Ellen Weber
Irwin Matusow and Barbara Rudnick
Richard and Gretchen McCann
Patrick and Judith McCoy
M. Donald
Dr. Donald Bakove and Margaret G. McLaughlin
Lorraine and Bruce McMahon
Celeste McMenamin
Tom and Helen McNutt
Rita Merkin
Cheryl Meyer
Martin and Sandra Miller
Lisa and Stephen Morano
Claire Moyer
Carmen Mucci
Kenneth and Susan Myers
Mary Ann Naulty
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Nicholls
Bonnie and Eliot Nierman
William O’Connor
Linda Osler
Clare and Dewaine Osman
Stanton S. Oswald
Virginia Owen
Sandra Packel
Cheryl and Paul Parker
Sydney S. Pasternack
Ruth Potekofsky
Lisa Truekness
Donald Plank
Bruce and Lynne Podrat
Karen and David Pressel
Keith Quinton
Ellen Schlenker
Karen and Mark Reber
Alan Reinch and Dana Perlman
Leslie Rescorla
Clifford Ridley and Betsey Hansell
George and Zara Roberts
Douglas Robinson
Linda Robinson, Ph.D. and Peter Krill
John and Claire Rodgers
Francoise and Louis Rollmann
Chad and Jennifer Rosenberg
Kenneth and Shelley Rosenberg
Dr. and Mrs. Randy Rosenberg
Enid Rosenblatt
J. Randall Rosensteel
Dr. Harry Rosenthal
Edwin and Sally Rosenthal
Joan Rozanski
David and Athena Ruhl
Diane Rurode
Thekla Sacksteder
Janet S. Saltzman
Mark Sandberg
Ruth Ann Schlesinger
Carl W. and Mary Ellen Schneider
Bonnie Schorske
Alex and Stefanie Seldin
Robert and Karen Serenbetz
Antoinette Farrar Seymour
A. Paul Shaller
John and Maryann Shiviers
Mr. and Mrs. J. Thomas Showler
Anne Shuff and Mike Creech
Mel and Susanne Shuster
Catherine Simile
Abigail and Richard Simkus
Suzanne Simons and David Borgenic
Bob and Harriet Singer
Bruce and Penny Smith
Richard Smith
Richard and Doranne Smith
John and Georgia Smyth
Anonymous
Paula Spielberg
Daniel Steiker
Rita Stevens
Paul Stone
Bethy and Vinson Stouck
Sharon and Robert Stratchok
Sally Switzer
Nina Tafel
Marion and Richard Taxin
Linda and Ken Traver-Neeld
Peter Tetreault
Gilda Verstein
Kathe Villanova
Mr. John Waldie
Beth Brooks and Bob Waterston
Thomas Watkins
Brock and Mary Weatherup
Jenny and Bill Webb
Bob Weinberg and Eleanor Wilner
Harold Weiner
Marvin and Betty Weiss
Edward Wilik
Theresa Williams
Lydia Winderman
Sam and Kuna Yankell
Diane and Gilbert Young
John and Donna Zappacosta
Joan D. Zeidner*
Carlos Ziegler and Elizabeth Hasson

* Denotes gift made through the United Way
+ Denotes gift of goods or services

This list acknowledges donors as of May 7. If your name has been omitted or misprinted, please accept our apologies. Notify Development Assistant Bobby Bangert at 215.922.8900 x46 or bbanger@ardentheatre.org. Although space does not allow listing gifts less than $75, we gratefully acknowledge the contributions.
Why We Support the Arden

Ardent about Arden!

Just four years ago, we happened upon the Arden when we attended the world premiere of Michael Hollinger’s *Opus*, a smash hit chronicling the lives of a classical string quartet, which moved on to an off-Broadway production and has subsequently become one of the top ten most-produced plays in the country! We can still recall how we felt when exiting the theatre, a feeling that has recurred after each show we have seen since. “Wow” is the only way to describe it. *Opus* got us to subscribe, *Our Town in Old City* (the award-winning collaboration with Christ Church on Thornton Wilder’s classic play) hooked us as Sylvan Society members, and we’ve truly been delighted with our experiences at the Arden ever since.

Collaboration, community, and cutting edge work have been keys to many Arden productions and factors which, in our minds, make the Arden stand out. Under the leadership of Terry and Amy and the Arden Board, the Arden is truly a place to feel passionate about. We are so proud to support this wonderful theatre company, both through our subscription and through our voluntary contributions, both of which are essential in enabling the Arden to present exceptional productions.

Right now is the best time to respond to the Arden’s appeals with a new gift or increased gift. The Hamilton Family Foundation has provided a generous challenge: to match every new or increased donation received by June 30, 2010, up to $50,000. So whether you’ve been putting off making a voluntary gift or considering increasing the size of your gift last year, now is the time to give to see your donation go farther!

Please join us!

DeDe and Tony Brown  
Arden subscribers and Sylvan Society members

The Hamilton Family Foundation, longtime supporters of our work with kids, has challenged us and you can help! We must raise $50,000 in new or increased gifts by June 30! If we reach our goal, the Hamilton Family Foundation will match our efforts with a gift of $50,000 in support of Arden Children’s Theatre and Arden for All, our education outreach program. Providing access to theatre and in-school programming for kids in our region is an essential part of our mission. Make a gift today and help us to reach our challenge!

To make a gift, contact Angela DuRoss, Development Director at 215-922-8900 ext. 25 or go online: www.ardenttheatre.org/support.
Board of Directors
David Fryman, President
N. Peter Hamilton, Vice President
Andrea Mengel, Vice President
Michael A. Donato, Treasurer
Nancy Hirsig, Secretary

Board Executive Committee
David Fryman, chair
Brian Abernathy
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Ronna F. Hall
Peter Hamilton
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Hether Smith
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Sunday in the Park with George
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Board Development Committee
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Sue Jacobson
Barbara Kaplan
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Staff

Artistic
Producing Artistic Director ................................................................. Terrence J. Nolen
Associate Artistic Director ................................................................. Edward Sobel
Associate Producer ........................................................................ Matthew Decker
Artistic Assistant ............................................................................ Erin Decker
Literary Manager ............................................................................ Dennis Smeal

Administrative Management
Managing Director ......................................................................... Amy L. Murphy
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At any given moment, if you were to pop into Sunday in the Park with George rehearsal, you would catch Jeff Coon, who is playing Georges Seurat, feverishly sketching. And he wasn’t just drawing doodles on the page while rehearsing a scene; he was actually sketching Krissy Fraelich, the actress playing Dot. Jeff immersed himself into the life of an artist – showing up to rehearsal with charcoal-stained hands and clutching collections of drawings.

In preparation for the role, Jeff took drawing classes at the Fleisher Art Memorial. This institution, located on Catharine Street in South Philadelphia, operates in the spirit of its founder, Samuel Fleisher, who had a vision of high-quality, tuition-free art instruction. Fleisher has programs for children from all economic and cultural backgrounds, as well as for adults of all levels of experience. The Fleisher Art Memorial offers classes in painting, drawing, sculpture, print-making, ceramics, and photography.

Actors will often study the techniques, hobbies and experiences of the characters they portray. It helps them to get inside the story and understand the life their characters lead. These studies make the moments on stage vibrant and alive.

Many actors in past Arden productions have prepared for their roles in a myriad of ways:

- During rehearsals for The History Boys this season, the actors spent a week in school. The rehearsal hall was set up like a classroom and each boy gave a report on a subject, took French lessons, and learned about the structure of the British school system.

- The Syringa Tree (2005) told the story of a woman’s life growing up in South Africa during the 1960’s at the height of the Apartheid. Director Whit MacLaughlin and actress Catharine Slusar traveled to South Africa to prepare for the project, visiting the locations featured in the play and experiencing the culture of the country.

- Grace Gonglewski (who’s heartbreaking portrayal of a mother who lost her young son in Rabbit Hole was a highlight earlier this season) spent many hours researching organizations that aid with the grieving process. She delved deeply into learning how grief can affect people in many different ways, and was able to map her character’s actions in relation to where she was in the grieving process.

- In addition to learning about the violent and mercenary objectives of the men and women who attempted (successfully or otherwise) to assassinate Presidents of the United States, the actors of 2007’s Assassins had to become experienced gun handlers. They spent significant time learning how to hold and fire the guns – which were real guns that were loaded with blanks and made safe for the stage.

The dedication of the actor to his work is extraordinary to witness. The mark of a great actor is one who must learn to put off their own personalities and take on those of others. And how exciting that they can pick up some wonderful skills along the way. How many people can say that taking a drawing class or learning how to fire a gun is all part of a day’s work?

Matthew Decker, Associate Producer
When dining in Old City, we recommend these restaurants that support the Arden! All offer a special 10% discount to Arden patrons. Please ask your server for details.

**BISTRO ROMANO**  120 Lombard St. • 215.925.8880 • www.bistroromano.com
This Historic Landmark, nestled in an 18th century granary, will stimulate your senses with an ambiance of candlelight and casual elegance while creating an unforgettable dining experience. Wine Spectator Award for our wine list! Voted a “Best of Philly” Restaurant, guests enjoy Bistro Romano’s acclaimed Regional Italian Cuisine and rave of the award-winning Caesar Salad prepared tableside and the romantic underground wine cellar for two. Please call for Wine Cellar and Mystery Theatre reservations. We are now celebrating our 21st year!

**CAMPO’S**  214 Market St. • 215.923.1000 • www.phillyhoagie.com
A legacy of quality, this classic, deli-style restaurant has been churning out delicious sandwiches since 1947. Order any of the special soups, salads, and sandwiches from this Philadelphia kitchen and you’ll see why it’s “where the locals go.” –USA Today

**COSI**  325 Chestnut Street • 215.399.0214 • www.getcosi.com
From our hand-tossed Signature Salad to our Tomato, Basil, and Mozzarella Sandwich served on warm flatbread, to the comfortable, urban and contemporary atmosphere - Così is simply good taste. But we’re not just about sandwiches. Our distinctive menu offerings also include a wide variety of salads tossed to order, pizzas, soups, bagels, unique gourmet beverages and desserts. Something for everyone to enjoy - any time of day. Rated #1 in Fast Casual Restaurants by Parents Magazine.

**FORK and FORK:ETC**  306 Market St. • 215.625.9425 • www.forkrestaurant.com
Fork continues to set the standard for New American bistro dining. Chef Terence Feury’s fresh, seasonal cuisine reflects his passion for artisanal and local foods from homemade pastas to house smoked pork chops. Part of Fork’s allure is its sophisticated beautiful interior; where the dining experience is anything but stuffy and uncomfortable. Open seven days a week, there is plenty of time before or after the show to enjoy lunch, dinner, or even just dessert. Come in to Fork:etc, our gourmet café for a quick and satisfying breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Our private dining room and catering services are also available for any party. Reservations are recommended.

**FRANKLIN FOUNTAIN**  116 Market St. • 215.627.1899 • franklinfountainphilly.blogspot.com
The Franklin Fountain is an old-fashioned 1920’s soda fountain and ice cream parlor that brings back magical memories of Americana through service of sundaes, sodas and splits. Bowtie wearing soda jerks serve customers in an authentically replicated interior with real glassware and charm.

**GIGI RESTAURANT & LOUNGE**  319 Market St. • 215-574-8880 • www.gigiphilly.com
Fine dining food in a fun dining atmosphere. A local gem in Old City where everyone feels at home. A new American menu with an international flare.

**RISTORANTE PANORAMA**  14 N. Front St. • 215.922.7800 • www.pennsviewhotel.com
Featuring contemporary authentic Italian cuisine such as homemade pastas, tender veal and daily seafood specialties, Ristorante Panorama is located in the charming Penn’s View hotel, Front and Market Streets, Philadelphia. The wine program offers over 120 wines by the glass, and has received Sante’ Magazine’s “Wine Hospitality Award for Fine Dining,” Wine Spectator’s “Best of Award of Excellence,” Philadelphia Magazine’s “Best of Philly,” and Decanter Magazine’s “Best Wine by the Glass Program in North America.”

**SERRANO**  20 S. 2nd St. • 215.928.0770 • www.tinangel.com
Serrano has been a fixture in Old City since 1985 and is everything a neighborhood restaurant should be. With a reputation for serving international fare at neighborhood prices, it is the perfect place to visit, kick back and enjoy; to bring friends and make friends. Comfort. Warmth. Home. After dinner, move the evening upstairs to the Tin Angel, our intimate acoustic café. From opening night, Tin Angel has presented an astonishing array of stars from the world of blues, rock, folk and country and has earned a reputation as the best club of its size in the country.

**TRIUMPH BREWING COMPANY**  117 Chestnut St. • 215.625.0855 • www.triumphbrewing.com
Triumph Brewing Company is a sophisticated restaurant and brewery featuring regional American cuisine and hand-crafted freshly brewed beer. Triumph is located in the heart of Old City.
Family Fun Day!
PICK YOUR OWN
Strawberries & Peaches

Hatboro Beverages
201 Jacksonville Road
Hatboro, Pa. 19040
215-675-1078
www.hatbev.com
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

RE-INVENT THE EVENT

STEPHEN STARR EVENTS
WWW.STARREVENTS.COM

137 W. Knowlton Rd. • Media, PA
610-876-7116 • Linvilla.com
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie is playing on the Arcadia stage through June 27. The beloved story of an innocent boy and a demanding little mouse comes to life in a whirlwind of chaos, cookies, and slapstick comedy that has exhilarated both audiences and critics. The Philadelphia Inquirer calls this production “joyous and unapologetic...fun to parents and manic younger charges alike.”

Don’t just take our word for it - visit the Arden blog to read reviews from our toughest critics - the kids that have seen the production. The Arden blog gives us a chance to share our behind-the-scenes stories and current happenings with you. ardentheatre.org/blog/

Arden Teaching Artists visit classrooms to teach lessons related to If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as part of Arden For All. Read about the experience on our blog. Pictured: Liz Filios, Kristyn Hegner and students at McCall Elementary School. For more information on AFA, contact Maureen Mullin Fowler, Education Director at 215.922.8900 x.28 or mmullin@ardentheatre.org

ardendramaschool.com • 215.922.1122
Camps are held at Painted Bride Art Center, 230 Vine Street in Old City

KIDS’ CREW SUMMER CAMPS (Grades 1-5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>DATE(S)</th>
<th>GRADES</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TUITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kids' Crew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEK LONG SESSIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESSION 1: Under the Sea</td>
<td>June 21 - 25</td>
<td>Grades 1 - 5 (must have completed Kindergarten)</td>
<td>10am - 4pm .......... $375 or Extended Day Services 9am - 5pm .......... $425</td>
<td>Prices include camp T-shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESSION 2: Around the World</td>
<td>July 19 - 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESSION 3: Animal Life</td>
<td>Aug 2 - 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESSION 4: Lands of Make Believe</td>
<td>Aug 9 - 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Action-packed theatre camps taught by theatre professionals! Take one session or all four – each experience will be unique and centered on a specific theme. Kids take classes in Acting, Storytelling, Improvisation, Dance, Music, and Design everyday! On Friday, they will present a show for their families and friends to showcase all they have learned and created during the week.

TEEN COMPANY SUMMER CAMP (Grades 6-12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>DATE(S)</th>
<th>GRADES</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TUITION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teen Camp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREE WEEK CAMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSICAL THEATRE CAMP</td>
<td>Mon - Fri, July 19 - Aug 6</td>
<td>Grades 6 - 12</td>
<td>9am - 3pm</td>
<td>$815</td>
<td>Includes camp T-shirt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Philly’s finest musical theatre pros will teach kids how to sing, act, and dance, and they’ll teach them how to do it all at once! Teens will have a ball as they learn how to interpret a song, read music, sing harmony, and present a song. Learn group numbers that focus on collaboration, choreography, and harmony. Campers work with a piano accompanist in every class. At the end of the camp, parents, friends, and family are invited to share a musical revue starring their campers!
Blank Canvas

At the center of Seurat’s *A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte* stands a little girl in a white dress. Her luminous outfit catches the eye, her face gazes straight out at us—the only one in the painting to do so. Why her? Why this figure and none of the many, many others?

In art, each generation re-invents the ideas of the last and influences the next. Seurat was introduced to painting by his uncle as a teenager. He then enrolled in art school where he spent two years copying the works of the old masters to learn the rules, before dropping out to pursue his own style. He saw himself as an inheritor of the classic tradition, passed down to him through the generations to be used to, as he said, “create something new.”

Another white figure caught the attention of composer and lyricist Stephen Sondheim, though he wove the little girl into the story as the daughter of Seurat’s rival. Behind and to the right stand a couple holding a baby in a white blanket, who Sondheim imagines to be Seurat’s infant daughter. In life, Seurat had a son who only outlived his father by two weeks. In art, Sondheim gives him a chance to pass on his genius, a double inheritance: legacy and lineage.

Sondheim frequently explores the idea that you can choose your own family and not be trapped by the accident of birth. He subverts this theory in *Sunday in the Park with George*, when he allows that genes might be important after all. Seurat’s fictitious great grandson, George, inherits the painter’s talent. Both Georges work with “color and light,” although modern George doesn’t need paint. And yet, he cannot connect with his family, apparently also an inheritor of Seurat’s distant personality. Only under the guidance of his grandmother can he unblock his talent.

The product of a difficult marriage himself, Sondheim was lucky enough to find someone who became a surrogate father: Oscar Hammerstein II. Hammerstein set Sondheim the task of writing four musicals based on previous works. Sondheim internalized the rules of the mid-century musical and then systematically broke them. The really great mentors give their apprentices the tools to tear down their legacies and build on the ruins—which Seurat and Sondheim knew, and George learns.

The little girl holds the hand of a young woman, forever linked. Around them range figures from infancy to old age. Art critics identify the child as a symbol of a blank canvas—literally because she lacks the overlay of dots that gave Seurat his reputation. She stared out at him as he painted, the symbol of the future that he represented and that would also, ultimately, replace him. But in this moment in time, she gazes out, waiting to be filled in.

*Sarah Ollove, Dramaturg*

---

**Special Thanks**

The pastries used in *Sunday in the Park with George* are provided courtesy of Fork: etc. We encourage you to visit Fork Restaurant and Fork: etc. at 306 Market Street before or after the show! Our sincere thanks to Ellen Yin and Fork Restaurant for their extraordinary generosity.
Museum members see this spectacular exhibition FIRST and for FREE.

Yearly memberships start at just $65 and include 52 weeks of free admission. Arden audiences are invited to become members at a discounted rate. Please visit philamuseum.org/join and use the special promotional code PLRArden or call 215.235.SHOW. Offer valid until July 31, 2010.
We tell them we enjoy . . .

♦ The Village College where courses are taught by our own Resident Professors and where there are no tests to take or tests to correct!
♦ Swimming at sunrise, during the day, when it snows in winter … and the camaraderie of friends while exercising in the Health Club.
♦ Outstanding Concerts featuring Astral Artists and other distinguished musicians from a wide geographic area, as well as concerts given by many of our talented residents.
♦ Singing in our Village Chorus which performed at the Arden Theatre.
♦ Having our own Greenhouse for personal use year-round along with interesting weekly seminars given by professional horticulturists.
♦ Having a wonderful, light-filled Art Studio for self-expression, as well as art classes in a variety of media, and a separate Pottery Studio.
♦ Putting around on our Professional Green for fun, as well as competition.
♦ Many Bridge tournaments, Scrabble competitions, and Play Reading.
♦ Taking the Cathedral Village bus to Center City for Orchestra, Theater and Ballet performances, and to visit the Philadelphia Flower Show, museums and other places of interest.
♦ Joining Resident Committees and volunteering in the Library, Gift Shop and other areas of the Village where our help benefits others.

Woven into this truly enjoyable lifestyle are new friendships with kindred spirits!

~ Come for a visit and discover even more! ~

Visit Monday through Friday between 9AM and 3PM.
Appointments are needed for weekends and holidays.

600 East Cathedral Road • Philadelphia, PA 19128
www.cathedralvillage.com
(215) 984-8621

Cathedral Village is a Nonprofit Nondenominational Continuing Care Retirement Community

Accredited Since 1984
Affiliated With the Jefferson Health System Since 1986
Thinking about graduate school?

Think Villanova.

Over 50 graduate degree and certificate programs in Liberal Arts & Sciences:

- Applied Statistics (M.S.)
- Biology* (M.S. or M.A.)
- Chemistry (M.S.)
- Classical Studies (M.A.)
- Communication* (M.A.)
- Community Counseling* (M.S.)
- Computer Science* (M.S.)
- Educational Leadership* (M.A.)
- Elementary & Secondary School Counseling* (M.S.)
- Elementary & Secondary Teacher Education* (M.A.)
- English* (M.A.)
- Hispanic Studies* (M.A.)
- History* (M.A.)
- Human Resource Development* (M.S.)
- Liberal Studies* (M.A.)
- Mathematics* (M.A.)
- Philosophy (Ph.D.)
- Political Science* (M.A.)
- Psychology (M.S.)
- Public Administration* (M.P.A.)
- Software Engineering (M.S.)
- Theatre* (M.A.)
- Theology* (M.A.)

*Certificate Program Also Available

Apply now for fall 2010!

610.519.7090 • gradinformation@villanova.edu
www.gradartsci.villanova.edu
If you enjoyed Sunday in the Park with George be sure not to miss priority seating for next season’s musical!

**THE THREEPENNY OPERA**
By Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill • Directed by Terrence J. Nolen
September 30 – November 7, 2010 • On F. Otto Haas Stage

Who is the greater criminal: he who robs a bank or he who founds one?

Mack the Knife is on the prowl through London’s most virtuous whores and upstanding thieves in this raucous, outrageous, and salacious musical. Conspire with some of Philadelphia’s favorite actors as they stab, scheme and steal their way into Brecht’s saucy script and Weill’s smoky score.

**GHOST-WRITER**
A new play by Michael Hollinger • Directed by James J. Christy
September 9 – October 31, 2010 • On the Arcadia Stage

This play is the recipient of an Edgerton Foundation New American Plays Award.

Novelist Franklin Woolsey dies mid-sentence, but his secretary Myra continues to take dictation. Attacked by skeptics, the press and Woolsey’s jealous widow, Myra sets out to prove she is more than just an artful forger. Is she trying to steal Woolsey’s legacy now that she cannot have his love, or might she truly possess a gift the world can’t understand?

**A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN**
By Eugene O’Neill • Directed by Matt Pfeiffer
January 6 – March 6, 2011 • On the Arcadia Stage

Two lost souls catch a glimpse of happiness in the moonlight. The newly lit fire within them seems strong enough to withstand a lifetime of disappointment and regret, but will it still be flickering when the cold dawn breaks? One of America’s master storytellers at the height of his powers, O’Neill creates a mythic tale of old sins and the redemptive power of love.

**SUPERIOR DONUTS**
By Tracy Letts • Directed by Edward Sobel
March 3 – April 3, 2011 • On the F. Otto Haas Stage

The neighborhood, the donut shop, and Arthur have all gone to pot. When young Franco Wicks busts in with fresh dough and even fresher dreams, Arthur can no longer pretend he doesn’t care. Tracy Letts, author of the Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award-winning August: Osage County, turns up the comedic heat on a man and a community grappling with change.

**WANAMAKER’S PURSUIT**
A new play by Rogelio Martinez • Directed by Terrence J. Nolen
March 31 - May 29, 2011 • On the Arcadia Stage

Part of the Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts, inspired by the Kimmel Center Paris, 1911. A world on the brink of change. Young Nathan Wanamaker arrives in search of stock for the family department store and instead finds Paul Poiret and the first truly fabulous party of the 20th century. Surrounded by Poiret’s extravagances, Stravinsky’s music, and Picasso’s art, Nathan soon finds himself having to make the difficult choice of what he must bring back to Philadelphia and what he must leave behind.

Subscriptions and Priority Seating: 215.922.1122 • ardentheatre.org